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Research

Members of staff in the Centre are involved a wide range of corpus research projects. The University was home to one of the major pioneering corpus
projects, the COBUILD project (developed in collaboration with the publisher Collins) and students and staff in the Centre work with the Bank of English
corpus. Rosamund Moon (/staff/profiles/elal/moon-rosamund.aspx) was a member of the project team and she continues to use the Bank of
English for her lexicographical work.
Paul Thompson (/staff/profiles/elal/thompson-paul.aspx) and Susan Hunston (/staff/profiles/elal/hunston-susan.aspx) have secured funding from the ESRC for a two year
research project, 'Investigating interdisciplinary research discourse: the case of Global Environmental Change' that aims to identify the distinctive features of discourse
practices in interdisciplinary research and determine how they differ from discourse practices in conventional disciplines. They will look at these across time, to see
whether discourse practices change as a field becomes more established, and as an interdisciplinary community develops. For more information, see the project page
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/globalenvironmentalchange) .
From September 2013, Alison Sealey, in collaboration with Professor Guy Cook of King's College London, will lead a project funded by a grant from the Leverhulme Trust,
on 'People, Products, Pests and Pets: the discursive representation of animals
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/edacs/departments/english/news/2013/leverhulme-sealey.aspx) '. The project aims to explore the many ways in which animals
feature in discourse, including how the views of those communicating professionally about animals relate to the language they use, and it has a substantial corpus
element.
Paul Thompson (/staff/profiles/elal/thompson-paul.aspx) worked on the British Academic Spoken English (BASE) and British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus
development projects and he is currently looking at different aspects of academic discourse using these two corpora.
Susan Hunston (/staff/profiles/elal/hunston-susan.aspx) has developed a corpus-driven approach to a lexical grammar of English and also has explored corpus approaches
to the study of evaluation.
Other research in the Centre includes corpus stylistics, corpus-based studies of phraseology and metaphor, and the use of corpus methodologies in critical discourse
analysis.
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